Pediatric Occupational Therapist Cris Rowan presented
“Disconnect to Reconnect” workshop on Aug 25, 2014
to health/education professionals in Kelowna, BC

What did the participants have to say?
Strongly
Agree

Agree

The workshop objectives were clearly stated

69%

31%

The workshop was well organized
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The workshop was just the right length
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Disagree
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The instructor was well informed

91%

7%

2%

The workshop materials were useful

64%

28%

8%

The workshop objectives were achieved

N/A

Strongly
Disagree

What was the most valuable thing you learned in the workshop?
 The discussion about initiatives
 Being able to have information for parents
 Sharing time about initiatives
 How important type of TV watched
 The resources, guidelines, and ideas provided which will help us in
working with the parents
 That fears re: technology are justified. I DO have power of my child’s
future
 Unplug more, cell phone put away. Lots of great resources. Lots of info to
pass on. Inspired to learn more
 The thought process with regards to young children, my 13 yr old daughter
and young adults have educated me of the effects and inspired me to
make changes
 All of it!
 That even though this was all familiar it is “new” info! Scary too!!
 It’s wonderful to have stats and professionals to back me up
 The stats of the effects
 How and why overuse of tech devices is detrimental to children’s health
beyond childhood obesity eg: info on mental health


































The practical ideas were good - it would have been more fun to
experience slam balls rather than just hearing about them
Slam balls and squeezing shoulders great strategies!
Tech is taking over the children and it needs to stop now
Creating better spaces and standing stations/bringing nature
indoors/reflecting how you want the children to act with your own actions
eg: using calming voices
I learnt how much time families spend using technology!
Children need more outdoor moving time. Most are not getting enough
Shocking statistics - mental illness, video games. Physiology info - brain
development
Need to educate parents about effects on development and brain
Children are attaching to technology and it’s making them stupid
That what I’ve been doing thus far is on the right track. This justified my
philosophy of teaching
The impact of technology on children and how it needs to start with adults
modeling first and foremost
The amount of technology that children in Canada are exposed to and the
expected outcome of those actions
Just how high usage of tech is within families and children
Reminders of the effects of tech
Reassurance how important it is to monitor/cut back on tech use for
everyone but especially young children
Movement... Keep moving!
Be aware of tech use in life
Loved the stats on technology and brain growth
Connection about “technology time” and behaviour/development/growth
Movement is crucial and parents need to be encouraged and supported to
monitor the consumption of technology in their homes and replace it with
non-tech options
Baby TV exists and no tech for under 2 years old, website ideas and links,
research results
Previous work and research had provided much of the research findings
shared
To show children how to play and have fun without video games
I learned so much about tech and the importance of unplugging
Material and info
All the materials and info were helpful!
Reinforced the role that tech can play in the development of children
Where to find info - websites and facts. Shoulder squeeze
Balancing things
Reinforced the notion that technology and its’ role needs to be monitored
Perhaps we are over prescribing medication rather than dealing with the
issue
The results (potential) of too much tech, and the value of parent education



































Awareness of the effects of tech
The information on how technology is harming our children’s ability to
learn
Reiteration about realities of the dangers or risks of technology on our
society
All
The importance of rough play - the use of tug-o-war in class
Ideas about how to implement strategies on classrooms - equipment
How detrimental tech can be to younger children
The research!
Better understanding of the “power” of technology and the research data
was informative and supportive in providing information to
parents/colleagues
Just how harmful tech can be (is!)
The facts and amount of tech people/children should have/ not have
Background information - research based, current and relevant
Stats, damage that’s being done, 10 years of studies and knowledge
Some of the videos (ted talks) were very good and tangible but parents
can access them through staff, the actual statistics for the impact
technology is having
How harmful technology actually is, not only to children but also to adults
How damaging being on a cell phone is and how much children are on
technology
The awareness of the tech effect
The statistics
How much tech effects children, and the different initiatives to take
Great learning some of the stats
A reminder of how tech can take over without us realizing
How important it is to be unplugged
How strong media and video games are impacting children’s development
The recognition that there’s statistics directly linking behavioural issues
and tech abuse
How much screen time affects the mind in regards to anxiety and
aggression
How much tech is preventing our future to be a community/or living in
reality
The disconnect aspect of tech and the effects on 0-3 children
How to change how children’s behaviour is.
General awareness. Proceed with caution!
The risks of tech
Some of the physical activities to disperse energy
The negative impacts of technology, activities to help release energy
The ramifications of high tech use




See that parents on hand held tech equals to neglect of the child/parent
relationship
There IS research backing the dangers/lack of development from the
overuse of tech. We need to share it with our parents and peers.

Was there anything not covered in the workshop that you felt should have been?
 More practical applications for the elementary classroom (x4)
 Wish every child care worker/teacher could see this presentation!
 Waiting to see email to gather parent handouts
 So much was covered, it’s hard to know what else there could be
 No, I learned so much more than expected
 More practical - with kid’s ideas to help them regulated and zoned in
 How to train other stuff
 No
 No, there were some repeating messages which may have been helpful to
others
 The how- I love the ideas, but how to get teachers and schools on board
 Even more practical ideas - actual activities and exercises to do
 I am delighted with the content presented, and appreciate that it was
backed up with research
 Additional opportunities and resources to change the fabric and make a
difference in the lives of families
 I did enjoy the workshop it was educational
 No, lots of info
 More activities to do with children
 No
 More techniques for “safe touch”
 Can’t think of anything
 How children thought? Is there a realization in them that parents are
accessible
 Strategies on how to educate children ten and up on why screen is to be
limited
 How technology can be used in a meaningful, minimal and productive
manner (more emphasis)
 How would you manage a classroom where you allow some to stand and
move about while teaching?
 Cris may be well versed however needs a better Power Point presentation
and more passion
 No
 What should you do with 0-2 year olds if you can’t watch TV because they
would be passively watching
 More ideas about how to “manage” tech with parents, how to talk to
parents and strategies to be better with them
 Nothing comes to mind
 No






What can one parent do with 3 teens that live on tech (only in the last 3.5
yrs) to change it? to be certain that they become part of a real, not tech
world
No it was very informational
More ideas and activities - ie. physical exercises to stimulate the brain that
don’t require equipment
Really on methods, ideas, and skills on helping parents de-teching
themselves

How could this workshop have been better or more helpful?
 Geared more towards teachers/childcare providers and less about parents
(x4)
 Copy of the PDF first to write/comment on whilst Cris was talking
 More questions came up. More time for Q+A
 More time for group discussion and brain storming
 Awesome information. So much talking! A lot of listening and little
interaction
 At times all the research was a bit overwhelming
 More practical, hands on ideas
 The air conditioner was freezing!
 More talk about solutions. More group discussions on what we can do and
how, and how others are solving
 Could have been heavily focussed on initiatives plus more affordable ones
rather than statistics
 Lots of information, lots to research!
 Not sure
 Poster displays of ideas and projects others have done to help educate
parents, that we could look at during the break etc.
 Make parents attend
 Very enjoyable and I would love to see it expanded with Q+A periods maybe over 2 days
 No - I think the slide with tech pro and cons, would entertainment be seen
as a pro to children and their families?
 ECE’s, but how to get outdoors - but we have too many rules
 Power Point presentation available to print out prior to workshop
 Less doom and gloom - I realize it is much of what you see, but it strips
the hope and positive things that are happening
 It was nicely organized
 Moved through slides too quickly
 Email the presentation notes before the workshop, if you are not providing
a hard copy during
 One or two more “brain/body breaks”!
 More quick strategies to use in a classroom
 Maybe more activities - stand up/games - could be incorporated
















Not all children require printing intervention; but the ones that do really
need it. Sometimes teachers waste children’s time giving them all the
same tasks even when they don’t need them
More interactive - spend less time on Zone’in games
More free discussion times within own table and those around about items
covered in the workshop
More interactive
More time!
I found it very helpful
More Q+A time throughout as the information is given while it’s still fresh
in our minds
More ways to help correct the anxious/aggressive behavior once it is
implemented (older age)
More interactive/more hands on
It was awesome
A few more resources
More condensed information - a little of it was repeated
In the AM there were a lit of video clips
More stop in your spot and dump energy activities, I found a few very
useful

Would you recommend this workshop to others? If not, why not?
 “Yes” x51
 Yes, very informative, fact based program shown proven stats and
documentation
 Yes, it’s always good to be aware of the effects tech may have
 Yes, good commenting, very informative and relatable since it affects all
ages
 Yes, very interesting! Need to get the word out about too much tech and
child development
 Yes, to make others aware
 Yes it was an eye opener on the stats and how much parents should know
 Yes - as a newly emerging field of study based on the research just
coming out. I believe it’s very important!
 Yes absolutely - would love to see parents invited
 Yes, to administrators of schools, PAC groups, community planners
 Yes! Admins should be here
 Absolutely - for parents and teachers of all ages. And a great workshop for
administrators who spend a lot of school funds on iPads and Smart
Boards!
 Yes - awareness through education is how we can share the knowledge
within the community
 Yes, educate parents
 More classroom specific













No, the message is too extreme. More empathetic towards parents
message is needed today
Yes, very informative. Would like to see one for parents also
Yes, we should have a whole workshop just for parents! Also, principals
should attend!
Definitely. I think it would be well worthwhile to do a workshop, maybe in
the evenings, for parents and parents to be
Definitely. Thank you for all the helpful information
I’d recommend it to all parents
Yes, loved the combo of stats and facts and ideas for helping families.
Videos were very useful
Yes, absolutely. Would be great for parents
Yes - all the background info and research to back it up was amazing
Yes, family first, work next, spread the word
Yes - make this mandatory for parents of “problem” children!

Any other comments?
 Excellent as usual! Food was spectacular! Thanks!
 I really enjoyed this presentation. A valuable resource to me would be
audio CDs like Barbara Coloroso has so it would easier for us to share this
valuable info with coworkers or for us to review ourselves
 Great time and food. Everything was a bit chilly
 More breaks! During presentation, hands on activities that we could take
back to our environments would have been helpful
 Why to humans get addicted to tech? Move’in game contradicts info
learned during workshop!
 Well done!
 Thanks!
 Excellent speaker, thank you!
 Great info/presentation. As you said Cris, “We already knew this
information, but forgot to unplug!” Lobby with the government to ban
violent media and porn
 Thank you for sending the presentation slides. It reduces the amount of
notes and handouts. Could have been a half day presentation
 Born and raised on the Coast. Wonderful place! Thanks so much for what
you do
 Thank you so much. So glad you’re doing this
 Thought provoking. Appreciate the time to re-think my classroom
configuration
 Great advocate for the field
 Very informative
 Thanks so much I really enjoyed this workshop!
 Don’t burn out pls. You’re doing a hell of a job. Thanks for sharing!
 Thank you for the great workshop and food



























Thank you for your time - this is a very important and relevant topic for all
involved
Have a separate section for what you can take for free vs. what products
you need to pay for
Really liked the equipment and ideas to promote movement
Thank you for the powerful and informed information onbalanced tech
management
Would love to hear more, and very open to returning for the next year’s
workshop
The last half hour was disappointing. Felt like a sales pitch after an
excellent presentation
Thank you
I really enjoyed the speaker and am really glad that there are
organizations trying to help educate and rein in this addiction to tech at
such a young age
Seemed that the end was a sales pitch for a private enterprise?
This was great! More prizes!
In my ECE training I have been informed on screen time etc., this reignited my passion and stance on tech
Thank you!
There are some benefits of tech that weren’t talked about - specifically
video games and pictures that really engage kids and provide outlets for
creative play that weren’t talked about
Wonderful - had fun and so much useful info
Great job, enjoyed being here
Administrators need to hear this!
Not sure about some of the games in your resources because it feels like
un-needed extra computer time
I’m surprised you included the whole “printing” game square #6 portion - it
seems like an intervention program not classroom whole class instruction and why include tech? Why not paper and pencil or small white boards?
How was tech enhancing the teaching? Just a thought!
Thank you for putting all this info together and for sharing your enthusiasm
on this topic
Awareness is everything, if we are not aware we are in the dark so thank
you for bringing this light and to keep up the good work of spreading this
info
Balance between tech and play 1 hr in = 1 hr out. Recommend good tech
options (ie: what do you think of MineCraft?)
Great ideas - lets see them work - get more playgrounds for all ages!
Can this be a “train the trainer” course that can be taken out to
communities for training? Glad to know we will be emailed the Power
Point. Might have been useful to have it before the presentation
Thanks for not canceling the Pro-D due to the strike!




Cris - I appreciated your presentation style - to the point mixed with
personal experiences and human. Wonderful job!
Why aren’t we internationally petitioning to ban violence in videos, hand
held devices for children under 12 and internet porn of any type especially
child. I don’t understand how this is even possible!

Analysis:
Action:

